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II LAST WORD

dress, by the mayor and was driven
to his hotel in the governor's carriage.
On the eve of his departure for Korea
Mr. Fairbanks expressed his profound
thanks to the Japanese people for their
hospitality and courtesy.
ALLEGED

FOR DEFENSE

Will Be Heard In
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THEEXCHANGES

WIFE MURDERER

Preliminary
Examination
Bennett at Los Angeles.

REFORM

of

Los Angeles, June 16. The preliminary examination of Harper K.
Bennett, charged with the murder of
his wife last February began here to
day. The report of the chemists who
examined the organs of the. wouian
after the body was disinterred was to
which
the effect that strychnine
could not have been used In emthy
was
balming
stomach.
found in
The family physician testified that
gave
he
the woman injections of
strychnine just before her death. The
examination will be continued tomor

mission on

WILL FIGHT JOHNSON.

Wants to Finish His

Dramatic Career First
In the Trial Now Near Its End.
Snggest That the Securities
apPhiladelphia, June 16. Jeffries
Masterly Concluding Arguand Commodities Markets
peared at the National Athletic club
ment of Defendants Attor- tonight and boxed three one minute Purify Themselves Rather

ney

Heney Will Close For

the People Today.

rounds with Sam Berger, and was
enthusiastically received. He said he
would meet Johnson at the close of
his theatrical engagement and de-

San Francisco, June 16. With men
and women scrambling and wrangling for standing room in the courtroom, Calhoun's explanation of the
bribery indictment against him was
practically submitted to the jury tonight, when A. A. Moore, senior counsel for the president of the Cnited
Railroads promised to submit his
case during the first hour of tomorrow's session.
As the five months' trial approaches its climax, the dormant public interest is awakening to the point of
eager demonstration and the behavior
of the public at Carpenter's Hall today sorely taxed the patience of a
dozen policemen stationed at the entrance. A still greater crush is looked for tomorrow when Moore concludes his address and the last argument is begun by Heney.
Moore's argument which has 'already lasted eight hours was pronounced tonight by adherents of both
sides a masterly review of the case.
His power of denunciation, his sarcasm and his flights into classical
reams evoked frequent murmurs of
appreciation, or laughter, from the
audience, and while the speaker openly confessed the weariness his hearers felt at the close of the long day,
hart not - niminisneq
ic attendance
hen the hour of adjournment ar- k

'

iveoT?

wife,
whose
Calhoun,
Patrick
'daughters
were
sons,
and
present throughout Moore's address,
relaxed his solemn deportment of the
last few weeks and laughed openly at
some of the speaker's metaphors. His
friends, business associates, and the
friends of his attorneys pressed him
into the foreground but throughout
the day he never ceased to observe
the jurors and take full note of the
scene in the crowded sections behind
him.

"Suppose, for the sake of argument.

STENOGRAPHER SLUGGED.

Legislation Be Enacted.
t

Kansas City. Mo., June 16. Annie
Owen, a stenographer in the police investigation now in progress, was perhaps fatally slugged, tonight. Her stenographic notes of the testimony were
stolen. Her assailant escaped.
o

JAPANESE

AWAIT

REPLY TO THEIR APPEAL

FOR AN INVESTIGATION

OFTHEIR

WRONGS

Ambassador Takahira Will Also Await
Further Information.
Honolulu, June 16 With the
ers awaiting a reply to their appeal to
Ambassador Takahira at Washington
to make the arrest of four Japanese
editors and the seizure ot their papers
last week by territorial authorities,
the subject of an international inquiry,
there have been no further develop-m- e
its in the Japanese strike situalead-

tion

Small groups of Japanese returned
to work unmolested on some of the
plantations, and numerous conferences
were held today by he leaders whose
preliminary examination on charges of
conspiracy will begin on Friday mornmeasures
ing.
The precautionary
taken by the police have not been relaxed, but so far there has been no in.
.
dication of disorder.
TOKIO HAS NOT HEARD
Tokio, June 16. The foreign office

from
that this money was shown to have has not received any appeal alleged
been paid by Ford to Ruef," said Hawaii in the matter of the

violation of treaty rights said to have
been sustained by Japanese subjects
and the Japanese consul at Honolulu
reports that the strike tdtuation in the
surety for peace? Huef was known islands is not serious.
to be the omnipotent potver, not
AWAITING MORE FACTS
only controlling the supervisors but
Washington, June 16. Following by
also in connection with the entire
a few hours the appeal of the Japanlabor element of the city.
"However, this is all mere specu- ese strike leaders in Hawaii to Ambaslation. There is no evidence here sador Takahira to thoroughly investithat Ruef ever received a dollar from gate the raid on Japanese newspaper
Ford for any purpose. Should we offices In Honolulu, a dispatch regardthen be forced to show what disposi- ing the situation was received at the
tion was inad.! of any sum enter- embassy today from the Japanese coning into the transactions of the Unit- sul general stationed there. The coned Kail roads? We are not here to sul general expressed the hope that
account to Heney or any one else the strike would soon be settled. At
legitimately expend our the embassy it was stated that no acWe
.how
money."
tion would be taken until more facU
.
Moore referred to the immunity were learned.
,
.
granted the nuiiervisor witnesses as
"a strange and sad story." "When
we look for a reason explaining the
strange artifreiality of this transac- SITE HAS BEEN CHOSEN.
tion," lie continued, "it seems that
were, taken injo the fold
these nn-f Sprecke's under the outstretched
FOR PIONEERS' HOE
prosecution
wings f the graft
whatever that grizxiy horror may be.
Gallagher and Nicholas were both It Will Be Located in Murphy Park,
swearing for their-- necks. There was
West Prescott.
a kind of bastard immunity given
them a sort of bunco game since
Prescott, June 16. (Special.) Major
pronounced illegal that nearly ap- Doran,
Mayor Goldwater, Councilman
proaches bribery itself."
George Morris, author of the
At the time of adjournment, Moore Belcher,
for a pioneer's home, and Attorhad atLacked every vital feature of bill
decided to accept the
paying ney Ling, today
the prosecution's argument
offered by F. M. Murphy, the railluirtlcular attention to the alleged site
discrepancies in he testimony of the way magnate for the Arizona Pioneers
supervisors;
to the claims that home.
The site Is located in Murphy Park,
Kpreckels wanted a rival street railway system, and to the activities of West Prescott. Mr. Murphy has taken
and conthe private agents of the prosecution. much Interest in the matter
tributes the ground, six acres, free of
charge.
F. M. ZUCK DEAD.
The board of control will be notified
will
Holbrook. June 16. F. M. Zuek, a of selection immediately. Plans
erecting the
well known citizen, died today after be drawn and the work of
posHe buildings will commence soon as
itn illness of several weeks.
was past master of the Masonic lodge session is available.
of the territory. Heart failure, due
DRUNKEN CAR PORTER
to a Ftroke of paralysis sustained
some months ngo was the cause. The
remains wjl be interred with Masonic Seriously Wounds Two Men on a Special Train.
honors.
Moore when he made one of his
sudden shifts of base, "could any one
here called as a witness say that this
payment was anything more than a

Shaniko. Ore., June 16. A drunken
negro porter on the Wool Buyers' spe-cicar, which was sidetracked at this
Seattle, June 16. W. D. Haywood,
the socialist lecturer, was arrested twice place during the wool sales early today, idiot ad seriously wounded
today for violating the state
law, which went into effect Bernard B. Trumbull, the commercial
agent of the Illinois Central, located at
June 9.
Portland, and John S. McLaughlin,
traveling freight and passenger agent
MR. FAIRBANKS IN JAPAN.
of the same road. Trumbull was shot
in the groin and McLaughlin in the
Tokio, June 16. Former Vice Presileft side and leg. The porter escaped
dent Fairbanks was elaborately entertained by the governor of Klto while to the hills and a posse is now puren route to Kobe. He received an ad- - suing him.
HAYWOOD

Than That New Sweeping

feat, him.
A

CIGARETTE FIEND

al
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months (provided that such average
price were not higher than the price
of the moment) the dangers of pyra
miding would be largely prevented.
"We have been strongly urged to
advise the ;rohibition or limitation of
short sales," says the report, "not only
on the theory that it is wrong to agree
to sell what one does not possess, but
that puch sales reduce the market
price of the securities Involved. We
do not think that It is wrong to agree
to sell something th-i- t one does not
now possess, but expects to obtain
later.' Short sellers endeavor to select times when prices seem high in
order to sell and times when prices
seem low in order to buy, their action
in , both cases serving to lessen advances and diminish declines of price.
In other words, short selling tends to
proVtuee steadiness in prices, which Is
an advantage to the community. No
other means of restraining unwarranted marking up and down of prices has
been suggested to us." The committee
here calls attention to the New York
law of 1858 repealing the act of 1812
and legalizing short sales.
Manipulation of prices Is divided by
the committee into two classes: First,
that which is resorted to for the purpose of making a market for issues of
new securities, and second, that which
is designed to serve merely speculative purposes in the endeavor to make
a profit as the result of fluctuations
which have been planned in advance.
The report then says:
"The first kind of manipulation has
certain advantages, and when not accompanied by 'matched orders' Is unobjectionable per se. It is essential to
the organization and carrying through
of important enterprises, such as large
corporations,
that the organizers
should be able to raise the money necessary to complete them. This can be
done only by the sale of securities.
"The second kind of manipulation
mentioned is undoubtedly open to
criticism. It has for its object
either the" creation of high prices for
particular stocks, in order to draw in
the public as buyers and to unload
upon them the holdings of the operators,' or to depress the prices and induce the public to sell. There have
been instances of gross and unjustifiable manipulation of securities, as in
the case of American Ice stock. While
we have been unable to discover any
complete remedy short of abolishing
the stock exchange itself, we are convinced that the exchange can prevent
the worst forms of this evil bv exer
cising its Influence and authority over
the members to prevail t them. When
continued manipulation exists it is
patent to experienced observers."
Severe condemnation of "matched
orders" is expressed. "We refer," the
report says, "to that class of transactions engineered by some manipulator,
who sends a number of orders simul
taneously to different brokers, some to
buy and some to sell. Since tney are
legal and binding, we find a difficulty
In suggesting a legislative remedy. But
where the activities of two or more
brokers in certain securities become so
extreme as to indicate manipulation
rather than genuine transactions, the
oficers of the exchange would be remiss unless they exercised their influence and authority upon such members
in a way to cause them to desist from
such suspicious and undesirable activ-

17,

CORPORATIONS

New York, June 16. The report of
the committee appointed by tiovernor
Hughes to Investigate speculation in
securities and commodities and the or
ganizations used in dealings therein
was made public tonight. The New
York stock, the Consolidated stock, the
cotton, the produce, the coffee, the
mercantile, and the metal exclianges
and the curb market were thoroughly
investigated and recommendations looking to improvement of existing conditions were made at length by the committee. The most drastic finding is
that affecting the mercantile and the
metnl exchanges, as follows:
"Under present conditions we are of
the opinion that the mercantile and
metal exchanges do actual harm to pro
ducers and consumers, and that their
charters should be repealed."
Concerning speculation in general,
the committew declares that it may be
wholly legitimate, pure gambling, or
something partaking of the qualities
of both, that in some form it is a necessary incident of productive operations; that it tends to steady prices
and that for the merchant or manufacturer the speculator performs a
service which, has the effect of -insur
ance.
In law, says tne report, spec
ulation becomes gambling wh?n the
trading which, it Ipvolves docs not lead,
and is not. intended to lead, to the
actual passing from hand to hand of
the property that Is dealt in.
'The rules of all the exchanges for
bid gambling as defined by this opinion; but they make so easy a technical
delivery of the property contracted for
that the practical effect of much speculation. In point of form legitimate, is
not greatly (different, from that of
gambling."
The committee makes no present
ment against, short selling but declares
the tendency of such selling is to
steady th6 prices. It is recommended
that the minimum margin should be
20 per cent and strong disapproval js
expressed of branch brokerage offices
which supply liquor and report to other
means to induce speculation.
The New York Exchange.
Taking up the New York stock ex- of transactions
Change, the volume
thereon is referred to as making it
probably the most important financial
Institution in the world, its "enormous
business affecting' the financial and
credit interests of the country in so
large a measure that its proper regulation is a matter of transcendant importance." Patrons of the exchange
are divided by the committee into five
groups, namely, investors who iay for
w hat they buy: manipulators of prices;
floor traders; outside operators having
capital and experience and "inexperienced persons who act on interested
advice, 'tips,' advertisements in news
papers, or circulars sent by mail, or
take fivers' In absolute ignorance ano
blind confidence in their luck. Almost
without exception they eventually
lose." A to the character of the transactions the committee declares it is
unquestionable that only a small part
of them is of investment character; a
substantial part may be characterized
as virtually gambling. Yet we are unable to see how the state could distin- guish by law between proper and imoroner transactions, since the forms
and mechanisms used are identical.
Rigid statutes directed aguir.st the latter would seriously interfere with the
former. The experience of Germany
with similar legislation is illuminating.
But the exchange, with the plenary
power over members and their operations, could provide correctives, as we
shall, shov.'.
Purchasing securities on margin Is
as legitimate a transaction as a purchase of any other property in which
part payment is deferred. We therefore see no reason whatsoever for rec
ommencing the radical changes sug
gested, that margin trading be prohibited.
"Insofar as losses are due to insuf
ficient margins, they should be materially reduced if the customary percentage of margins were increased. In
preference to recommending legislation, we urge upon all brokers to discourage speculation upon small margins and upon the exchange to use Its
influence, and If necessary, its power,
to prevent members from soliciting and
generally accepting business on a less
margin than 20 per cent."
Pyramiding, that is the use of paper
profits as margin for further commitments, should be discouraged, says the
committee. In this cennection It Is
suggested that if brokers and the banks
would make it a rule to value securities for the purpose ef margin or collateral, not at the current price for
the moment, but at the average price
of say, tbe previous two or three

ity.
"The subject of corners in the stock

market has engaged our attention. The
stock exchange might properly adopt a
rule providing that the governors shall
have power to decide when a corner
exists and to fix a settlement price,
so as to relieve innocent persons from
the Injury or ruin which may result
therefrom. The mere existence of snch
a rule would tend to prevent corners."
The board of governors of the stock
exchange should improve present con
ditions with regard" to failures of
brokers according to the committee.
It is suggested that the books of members of the exchange should be sub
ject to periodic examination under
rules to be prescribed by the exchange.
It is declared further that when a
broker sells a customer's securities for
his own benefit, he should be guilty
of larceny and a statute to that effect
is recommended.
It is set forth also
that rules should be made to prevent
Sealing for any clerk or subordinate
employe of a bank or other moneyed
corporation. More stringent requirements for the listing of securities on
the stock exchange are advocated,
among them that the exchange should
exact a statement showing how much
of the stoyk of the company has been
issued for each and also shifcving what
commission has been paid to the pro
moters. The unlisted departmept, ex
cept for temporary, issues, should be
abolished, says the committee. It Is
In the unlisted department that stocks
of certain companies which have not
supplied all information Miesired by the
exchange are traded in. The passage
of a statute is advocated providing that
in case any purchase or sale by a broker was not actual bona fide, the customer shall recover three times the
amount of the loss he sustained there
by. Preservation of the sheets of the
exchange clearing house for six years
It is also recomis recommended.
mended that trading on the excliange
be done on the basis of a reasonably
small unit, say 100 shares of stock, and
that a bidder for more than 100 shares
be req'uired to accept offers In the 100
shares units. This, it is held, would
tend, to prevent matched orders.
The committee does not favor the
Incorporation of the stock exchange,
holding that "under existing conditions,
being a voluntary organization, it has
almost unlimited power over the con
duct of its members, and It can subject
them to instant' discipline for wrongdoing, which it could not exercise In a
summary manner If it were an incorporated body. This committee, in refraining from advising the Incorpora
tion of the exchange, does so in the
expectation that the exchange will In
the future take full advantage of the
powers conferred upon It by Its voluntary organization, and will be active
In preventing wrongdoing such as has
occurred in the past.Then we believe
that there will be no serious criticism
of the fact that it is not Incorporated.
If, however, wrongdoing recurs, and It
should appear to the public at large
(Continued on Page 5.)
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QUITE UNABLE

THE PROGRESSIVES UNCHANGED
.Washington, June IS. The fight for
an income tax will 1e continued. Five
progressive
republicans.
Senators
Borah, Brlstow, Cummins, Lafollette,
and Clapp, conferred tonight to determine what their attitude is to be in
relation to the income tax amendment
to the tariff bill In the face of President Taft's special message to con
gress today favoring the submission of
the question to the states for a constitutional amendment and the enactment of a la wtaxing the net earnings Testimony Concerning Habits
of corporations.
They decided the president's plan is
not Inconsistent with their demands,
of Mrs. Gould Continued
for the adoption of the Income tax
amendment to the tariff bill, and that
both may be adopted in harmony.
They assume that the president' plan,
endorsed by leading republicans on the
finance committee, is destined to
"chloroform" the income tax amend- THE GOSSIP OF SERVANTS
ment, but nevertheless they announce
that they will continue to fight for its
adoption.

TO NAVIGATE

Under the Influence of Liquor
They Said Unutterable

UNLIKE THE PROPHETS
The Wrights Not Without Honor
Their Own Country.

in

Dayton, Ohio, June 16. Gaily decorated with flags and alleborical representations of aerial flights. Dayton is
ready to begin tomorrow Its two days'
celebration in honor of Wilbur and
Wright. The home of the aerial
navigators will show them distinguishWashington, June 16. Hecomr"iid-in- g ed honors. Amid the firing of cannon and blowing
every whistle in
a two per cent tax onthe net in- the city the state of
militia will parade
come of corporations, and the' mdop-tlo- n the streets which are spanned by
of an amendment to the constituarches that are crowned with models
tion providing an income tax without of aeroplanes. Friday the medals w ill
among the several be awarded the Wrights by the naan apportion nu-n-t
states. President Taft today sent to tion, state and Dayton.1
congress a message embodying his
views on the subject. The president
spoke of the apparent Inability of
congress to agree to an inheritance THE PRIMARY LAW
tax, and as regards an income tax
he refers to the decision of the suOF- - THE SICKER STATE
preme court in the case of Pollock vs.
the Farmers Loan and Trust company, in which the court held the tax
to be unconstitutional unless apporHELD TO BE AN UNCONSTITUtioned according to population.
"It is," says the president, "undoubtTIONAL ACT.
edly a power which the government
ought to have. It might be Indispensable to the nation's life in a great
The Third Attempt of Illinois to
crisis."
The amendment suggested provides
Enact One 'a Failure.
for the imposition on all
and Joint stock companies for profit,
except national banks (otherwise taxed) savings banks and building and
Springfield, III., June 16 In a deloan associations, of an excise tax of cision nanded down today the sutwo per cent on the net income of said preme court of Illinois declares the
corporations.
district primary election law unconThe president points out that an- stitutional. This is the third primary
other merit to the tax on corporations law so declared by the highest triis the federal supervision which will bunal in this state.
give the government, the stockholders ' In the workings of the law, objecand the public a knowledge of the real tions were made that it was cumbusiness transactd.
brous and laden with too much machinery. The restrictions placet! upon
ITS RECEPTION IN THE SENATE voters regarding eligibility and the
Washington. June 16. The mes powers granted committees were othsage of President Taft to the senate er grounds.
today recommending the Incorpora
It is believed this will necessitate
tion of a provision in the tariff bill the calling of a special session of the
for the taxation of the earnings of legislature next fall. The decision
corporations and the adoption of a may
invalidate the indictments
resolution looking to an amendment against Chicago west side politicians,
of the constitution to permit the who are charged with fraud in the
levying of an income tax was regard primaries last August.
ed by senators of such Importance
as to place in the shade all questions WESTON'S FORTY MILE WALK
pertaining
strictly
to the tariff
schedules.
' Wasatch, Utah, June 16. Weston
The message was received early In arrived at 10 o'clock, having travelthe afternoon and was referred to the led forty miles from Spring Valley,
committee on finance. Senator Root Wyo., since 7:20 this morning.
occupied the chair when one of the
president's secretaries appeared with
A JAPANESE DUEL.
the message, but it was not presented
speakwas
who
until Senator Burton,
Visalia, Cal., June 16. In a quarrel
ing had concluded
his remarks. A over a woman, M. Marikawa and Y.
full senate was present and the docuNamakura, Japanese, fought a pistol
ment was given the most careful at- duel this afternoon and were both intention.
stantly killed.
Mr. Gore attempted to have the
o
report
on
the
committee instructed to
income tax feature of the message
by next Friday when, under a general OUT OF THE SHADOW
agreement, the income tax question is
again to be taken up for consideration. His motion was, however, votOF
ed down and for the first time In
many weeks the division was strictly
along party lines.
During the informal discussion of
the reference of the message, Mr. Banker Morse Has Been Admitted to
Bail.
lialley gave notice that he would demand that provision be made for a
.ew York, June 16 Charles W.
graduation of any income tax' that
might be provided, and he intimated Morse, the banker who was convicted '
violating the national banking laws,
that much time would be necessary of
to get through a provision whicH did today was admitted to hall In tbe sum
not carry that qualification.
The of $12,000. The bonds were signed by
senate adopted the finante conlmlt-tee'- s a group of Morse's friends. The re- - j
recommendations regarding the quired amount was quickly offered and
admission of Philippine products, but Morst was freed from the Tombs
not until after two or three amend- prison.
The court reserved its decision on
ments had been voted down.
Mr. Foster of Louisiana opposed Morse's appeal for a new trial, the mothe free admission of any Philippine tion having been argiietf for the govsugar. Mr. Aldrich presented the fi- ernment today by District Attorney
nance committee's substitute for the Stimson.
house zinc schedule and it received
I I r H M"1"H"H"
a major portion of the attention of ,r,H ,; H 'H
the senate during the afternoon. The
which was
committee amendment
adopted, places a duty of 50 cents a
ton on zinc ore containing not more
Is the largest selling, easiest
running, strongest and fastest
than 30 per cent of zinc and with
bicycle in the world. Sold only
graduated duties up to $4 a ton on
by Griswold, the Bicycle nan.
ore containing over 55 per cent zinc.
The senate also agreed to the
7
East Adams St
amendments placing a duty ol 1
cents a pound on zinc in blocks or
We sell a good Bicycle for
$20. With Coaster Brake for
pigs and zinc dust, 1 4 cents a
pound on zinc in sheets, and 2 cents
$25.
on zinc sheets plated or coated, .and
Special attention given to reone cent a pound on old worn out
pairing Phonographs.
zinc metal.
This action concluded
Pneumatic and - Solid Tires.
the consideration of the zinc proviThe
sion and the metal schedules.
!'! 1H
II It I I I
committee suggestions for changes in
the sil kschedule were also adopted.

Things Fell From Tongue
of the Plaintiff in the Separation Suit.
.

Or-Vll- le

New York, June 16. Howard Gould
did not go on the stand today to testify
against his wife, Katherine Clemmons
Gould, whose suit for separation he is
opposing. Instead there was a continuation of the servants' gossip, accounts by menials of their former mis-

tress' eccentricities; humiliating details, as sworn to on the stand, of
Mrs. Gould's alleged fondness for alcoholic beverages and her manner at
such times when what the witnesses
said was influence of liquor brought
from her lips remarks ill suited to a
woman's tongue.
It was but a reiteration in some respects an amplification of yesterday's testimony, the basis of which
was that at various times at Castle
Gould she had been intoxicated and
had abused the servants and given
arbitrary and unreasonable commands
and had used rather severe language
In altercations with her husband.
An occasion when she would have
fallen from her carriage but for the
protecting hand of a coachman, her
attempt to drive through a closed gate,
a time when a footman saved her from
falling while intoxicated, as he testified, were among things alleged.
A carpenter, Herbert Trotter, was
the last witness of the day. He said
that while he was working In the servants' quarters. Mrs. Gould rushed in
and swore at the servants." Her voice
was shaky and incoherent, her hair
disheveled, and she was very profane.
She was decidedly drunk," said the
witness.
"At another time she came into the
stables while I was working there and
swore at the grooms and was very
drunk. She tried to go up stairs to
the harness room, but could not navigate the steps."
.
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OPEN SHOP ORDER.

Causes

in

Walk-ou- t

Pittsburg

Mills.

Pittsburg, June

More than
ho are members
of the Amalgamated Association of
Iron. Steel & Tin Workers, and employed by the American Sheet & Tin
Plate company, will quit on June 30,
when the "open-shop- "
order of the
company goes into effect. Many unskilled men are affected.
Fully 211
mills engaged in the tin and sheet
metal trade are concerned.
16.

skilled workmen,

10.-0-

w

o

FOR ARIZONIANS.

Washington, D. C, June 16. (Special.) L. H. Chalmers of Phoenix Is
here. On the recommendation of Delegate Cameron a postofflce has been
established at Moccasin, Mohave county, with Chas. C. Heaton as postmaster. A pension has been granted to
Samuel Loughner, 12.
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Unlimited Funds

To Loan
on improved Salt River ?

Valley farm lands and
income, business' property.
NO DELAY.
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CABINET'S EARNEST CONSIDER-

j

REDUCTION ON WATCH REPAIRING.
Best Main Springs elsewhere $1.50. Our price
81.00
Thorough Cleaning elsewhere $1.50. Our price
Sl.OO
Correspondingly low prices on all Jewelry and Watch Repairing. All
;

Washington, June 16. For more
than two hours today President Taft
consulted with the six lawyers of his
is done by EXPERT WORKMEN and absolutely guaranteed for one
cabinet regarding the message he work
sent to congress on the subject of a year.
tax upon undistributed net earnings
N. FRIEDMAN, Manufacturing Jeweler.
of corporations and the proposition to
23 Weak Waehlnatoit St.
submit to the states the proposal for
Prompt attention to Mail Orders.
J
an amendment to the constitution to

-

